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The completion of 3G spectrum auctions may have finally provided relief to private 

operators who have bid virtually astronomical price to bag 3G spectrum. But for PSUs 

BSNL and MTNL the final result may appear to be severely bitter. 

The PSUs were granted 3G spectrum without having the need to bid for the same. The 

only criterion was that the two operators should pay the amount equal to final successful 

bid. 

At the end of the auctions, the effective price which BSNL will have to pay for pan-India 

operations of 3G (excluding Delhi and Mumbai where MTNL is present) is Rs.10,186.6 

crore. MTNL will have to pay Rs.6,564 crore. 

 

 

 



The government while granting 3G spectrum to BSNL and MTNL had said that the move 

will provide competitive edge to the PSUs. But the financial implications of the move 

will certainly sound bitter to the two operators. 

In fact it appears that the two PSUs had turned out on to the losing side. While the private 

operators had an option to be selective to bid for circles, BSNL and MTNL had to offer 

3G services across respective areas of operations. 

Delhi and Mumbai were the two most competitively bid circles and this will hurt MTNL 

as it will have to shell out very high premium for the 3G spectrum. 

The financial implications would have been justified if the two PSUs had been able to 

notch up handsome subscriber base for 3G services. But at the end of almost one year of 

launch of 3G services, BSNL claims to have registered 700,000 3G subscribers while 

MTNL claims to have over 200,000 3G subscribers. 

The two operators are already going through a very hard period on the overall financial 

performance. In the backdrop of all these aspects, the government’s move to allot 3G 

spectrum to the two PSUs appears to have backfired. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


